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Arts in Stockholm. His widow donated it to the Academy in NTVU.
The scene in the painting has several interpretations. The correct subject description is printed in the NTPQ auction catalogue,
but by the time the work came into Swedish ownership the subject had been forgotten and was not identified until the late NVth
century. As mentioned above, Roger de Robelin is now claiming
that the painting came to Sweden already in the NTth century, as
part of Johan Gabriel Stenbock’s collection, and he bases this assertion on the following:

o ç Ö É ê Ç É o ç Ä É ä á å Û ë essay on the provenance of
Rembrandt’s painting The Conspiracy of the Batavians under Claudius Civilis in Art Bulletin of Nationalmuseum, Stockholm, Volume
NVI OMNO gives rise to some reflections.1 In it, Robelin asserts
that he has found proof in the archives that the painting was
present in Sweden already in the NTth century, a proposition
that readers will certainly find intriguing.
Usually, there is only fragmentary (and often ambiguous) information about previous owners, sales, exhibitions and utilisation in the broad sense, when it comes to older artworks. Frequently, we have to put the pieces together and use deductive evidence-based reasoning. This form of research is a viable and far
from futile endeavour. But we must remember not to leap too
readily from supposition to confirmation. The third time a plausible identification is mentioned, it should not be referred to as
“recently confirmed” or “what we discovered”. Roger de Robelin
makes a few such leaps in an essay that is otherwise based on a solid knowledge of documents, personal history and cultural
contexts relating to the painting and its fate in Swedish hands.
Nevertheless, it appears that the plausibility of the scenario he
presents is allowed to dominate his arguments.
The events and actions that can be confirmed about the painting and its migrations are as follows:
Rembrandt was commissioned by the elders of the City of
Amsterdam to paint The Conspiracy of the Batavians under Claudius
Civilis for the town hall. The work was rejected and Rembrandt
cropped the canvas into a more manageable format. There is no
further information about the whereabouts, location or ownership of the painting until it was put up for sale at an auction in
Amsterdam in NTPQ. The seller was anonymous. The buyer was
“Nicolaas Cohl”, identified as Nikolaus Kohl, merchant. Kohl became Sophia Grill's second husband in NTNS. Grill’s younger relative Anna Johanna Grill married the merchant Henrik Wilhelm
Peill, who deposited the painting at the Royal Academy of Fine

NK There were several Rembrandt paintings in Stenbock’s collection, including The Kitchen Maid (NM RUQ), Portrait of an Old
Man with a Stick (NM RUN) and Portrait of an Old Woman (NM
RUO) (all of them now in the Nationalmuseum collection).
O. There was a group of NO large paintings in Stenbock’s collection (the titles are often unspecific but it has been assumed until now, that several of these works were by Gerrit van Honthorst, paintings that have been traced to collections in Skåne
and Denmark); No U in the deeds of his estate is described as “A
king in council with his soldiers”.
Our objection is that the fact that Stenbock had several works
by Rembrandt (although he does not mention that they are by
Rembrandt) does not prove that he also owned another titled
“A king in council with his soldiers”. The description is fairly general and thus does not exclusively fit the description of The
Conspiracy of the Batavians under Claudius Civilis. The premises
for this claim need to be argued.
PK An item in the NTPQ auction catalogue has a title (“A little
Boy with a Birdsnest”) similar to the description of a painting
inherited by Hedvig Sack (“A lad with baby birds, frame black
and gilt”), after Stina Lillie, who in turn inherited it from Sten-
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bock. Robelin posits that the similar descriptions of the auction
lot and the painting owned by Hedvig Sack indicates that
Hedvig Sack is the anonymous seller at the auction in NTPQ.
This prompts the following objection or question: How
many paintings on the theme of “A Little Boy with a Birdsnest”
were produced in Dutch genre painting? Hedvig Sack as an
anonymous seller in the NTPQ auction would infer that the inheritance after Stenbock was included in that auction, thus making her a prerequisite for Robelin’s chain of reasoning. But
what happens is that Robelin turns this supposition into an “actual fact” when he refers to it further down in his own essay. In
our view, he is quoting himself to support his own hypothesis.
With Hedvig Sack as a positive fact in the account of the
auction, her sister Ulla Sparre is also drawn into the story – and
with her Carl Gustaf Tessin. Robelin means that it is likely that
the patchy documentation (anonymous dealers, the absence of
correspondence and clear mentions) is due to the machinations of powerful people in dire straits. Hedvig Sack needs to
sell her “small genre scene” so she can send money to her husband Nils Bielke, a Catholic convert in Rome. Ulla Sparre wants
to sell her inheritance from Stenbock to finance her husband’s
diplomatic plans.
Our objections and doubts: The author’s intricate weave of
circumstances relies solely on a description of a genre painting
owned by Hedvig Sack referring to a painting with a similar motif that was auctioned off in NTPQ. But the suppositions behind
this claim need to be argued.
Roger de Robelin eventually ends up in a precarious predicament when he seeks to persuade us that the Claudius Civilis
painting was sold from Sweden at the auction in NTPQ: this
leaves him to explain how the painting returned to Sweden. According to his theory, it was bought and taken to Sweden already in the NSSMs, and then sold through an agent in NTPQ. He
also needs to explain how the merchant Peill and the Grill family came into the picture, if Sophia Grill’s husband Nikolaus
Kohl was not the “actual” buyer at the auction. Here, Robelin
calls upon unsubstantiated assumptions about how Peill, who
was working for Grill, participated in bringing back to Sweden
parts of Nils Bielke’s estate in Rome, the Swedish portraits, and
hopefully other paintings of a “Swedish” character (i.e. “Claudius Civilis”). His arguments grow increasingly implausible.
We have further objections: Most dubious of all in Robelin’s
essay is the use of Filippo Baldinucci’s writings on the lives of famous artists to add probability to his claims. Baldinucci’s allegation that Rembrandt worked for the Swedish Crown, and even
that he died in Sweden, takes on a mythical, allegorised character of truth in Robelin’s account. Robelin posits that Baldinucci’s account has transformed the factual story – i.e. that Stenbock acquired Rembrandt’s painting The Conspiracy of the Batavians under Claudius Civilis. Altogether, we must ask ourselves
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what Baldinucci’s account can contribute to our knowledge of
Claudius Civilis’ Swedish history. Robelin should have based his
suppositions on epistemological arguments, instead of making
his drafts more believable and ultimately presenting them as
confirmed truths by merely reiterating his own hypotheses.
Baldinucci wrote his text in the service of the abdicated Queen
Kristina. For him, the credibility of Swedish monarchs as art lovers may have had other strategic and perhaps self-serving objectives.
Towards the end of his essay, Roger de Robelin states that the
ambition of his further research is to ultimately present proof of
how Stenbock acquired the Rembrandt painting. We believe this
may prove difficult, but we wish him the best of luck.
Notes:

NK Roger de Robelin, “On the Provenance of Rembrandt’s The Conspiracy of
the Batavians under Claudius Civilis”, in Art Bulletin of Nationalmuseum, Stock-

holm, Volume NVI OMNOI Stockholm OMNP, pp. NONÓNOS.
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